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Want to speak Japanese? Donâ€™t have a lot of time? Japanese For Dummies Audio Set is

designed to help you learn quickly and easily at home or on the road. From basic greetings and

expressions to grammar and conversations, youâ€™ll grasp the essentials and start communicating

right away. This completely practical, portable learning system lets you set your own pace and skip

around to explore topics that interest. Three one-hour CDs introduce the basics of Japanese, get

you familiar with the languages structure, and prepare you to use the language in real-world

situations. You can play them on any car or home stereo, copy them to your computer, and load the

pre-converted files onto your mp3 to play them wherever and whenever you want. A 96-page

compact guide helps you find your way around the CDs and handy Japanese/English dictionary for

quick reference on the go. Youâ€™ll discover how to:  Begin communicating in Japanese on a basic

level Handle greetings and introductions Ask questions and understand the answers Build your

vocabulary Talk about numbers, time, and the calendar Ask for directions Order a meal at a

restaurant Understand Japanese parts of speech Form complete sentences and converse in

Japanese  If youâ€™re ready to start speaking Japanese, Japanese For Dummies Audio Set is the

most effective, convenient, and friendliest tool you can use.
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3 hours of instruction on 3 CDs! The fun and easy wayÂ® to communicate effectively in a new

language! Want to speak Japanese? Don't have a lot of time? This practical audio set is designed to

help you learn quickly and easily at home or on the road. From basic greetings and expressions to



grammar and conversations, you'll grasp the essentials and start communicating right away! Plus,

you can follow along with the handy, 96-page portable guide - filled with the words and phrases

you'll hear on the CDs, plus a mini dictionary. Discover how to:   Ask questions and understand

answers   Build your vocabulary   Talk about numbers, time, and the calendar   Ask for directions  

Get help at a hotel, the bank, or a store

Eriko Sato, PhD, teaches Japanese in the Department of Asian and Asian American Studies at the

State University of New York at Stony Brook.

Great review to the book while riding in the car. I wish I could download this to my MP3 player so I

could listen when I walking or riding my bike.

This may be purely personal, but this audio only works if it can be used concurrently with the book.

The enunciation (pronunciation?) of the speaker is not clear enough without seeing whether he is

saying "p," "t," "me," etc. It might be a good refresher for someone already familiar with the

language. I have learned a few words, but am looking for something else to help with sentences.

The case came cracked, but that's the Carriers fault I think.

Bought for my granddaughter who want to go to Japan as an exchange student. She likes it and is

learning.

I look forward to learning another language.ThanxB

Arrived on 12/29. Our granddaughter will enjoy it. She is taking Japanese in school.

seems adequate for what I need

I agree with several of the other reviews of theses CD's and the booklet--good quality and excllent

lesson coordination between the booklet and the CD's. I have one major complaint: the booklet

clearly states in the Introduction "The CDs also contain MP3 files of all the audio tracks, so you can

use your computer to copy the files to your MP3 player and listen to the tracks wherever and

whenever you want. We saved you the trouble of converting the files yourself!" There were no MP3



files on these CDs and I had to convert them (I used Switch by NCH) and then edit each title to add

the Lesson number. Otherwise I would have rated this product 5 stars.
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